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ABSTRACT

Hydraulic ram is the physical production of pressure

wave wall loadings due to projectile penetration and their

effect on a fuel cell. Facilities were designed and testing

conducted in preparation for investigation of the hydraulic

ram phenomenon. A ballistic range was designed that yielded

projectile velocity and flight attitude information before

and after wall penetration. Wall specimens of a single

thickness were impacted by a range of projectile sizes,

weights, shapes, and velocities. This yielded the energy

absorbed by the wall without fluid damping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Aircraft survivability has been a problem of interest

since the days the Red Baron shot Spads and SE-5's out of

the sky in World War-I.- The advances--in technology since

these early days of aviation have made present-day aircraft

very complex, sophisticated weapons systems. Today's air-

craft have ,insurpassed perfor:mance in the flight regimes for
which they are designed. However, notwithstanding the tre-

mendously advanced state of the art, aircraft survivability

remains a serious problem of a complex nature.

Tbhe increase of interest in aircraft survivability has

been directly stimulated by the tremendous rise in cost per

g copy of today's aircraft, as compared with those of as

recent vintage as were used in Korea. The several million

dollar price tag on today's weapon system brings much atten- :1
tion to aircraft losses. The air war in Vietnam has accounted

for many of the losses 'n recent years. The various threat

environments in Vietnam ranged from small arms fire to surface-

to-air missiles (SAMý's). Projectile impact or impact by

warhead fragments is the major factor in generating cata- 1

strophic failure of aircraft components. If these projectiles

or fragments impact into an aircraft fuel cell, the aircraft .

can be lost to any of several modes of damage. The kill

could result from fuel starvation, fire, or explosion. The

impact of projectiles into fuel cells generates intense

7



pressure waves in the tank fluid. The physical production
9i i

of pressure wave wall loadings and their effect on the fuel

cell and its components is called hydraulic ram. Hydraulic

ram can be responsible for catastrophic failure of thc fuel

cell walls or less severe damage to the cell that would lead _

to one of the previously mentioned kill modes. Additionally,

the hydraulic ram phenomenon could also generate daumage to

and failure of critical components situated outside of the

cell. The study of the hydraulic ram effect is then essen- :14
tial to a thorough investigation of aircraft survivability.

Airframe manufacturers, as well as the armed forces,

have studied the hydraulic ram effect for many years. For I

various reasons there has bee', insufficient research con- I

ducted to totally understand the phenomenon. The hydraulic

ram effect can be conveniently studied by separating the

event into two phases or elements; the shock phase and the 1

cavity phase [Ref. 1]. The shock phase is generated when

the projectile first enters the fluid, while the cavity

phase occurs during subsequent projectile motion through I

the fluid. Sho':k wave formation due to projectile penetra-
tion into the fluid causes very high local pressures that .

are sometimes sufficient to cause catastrophic failure of I
the entry wall in the neighborhood of the entry point.

Projectile penetration also produces a stress riser from

which cracks propagate radially from the entry hole. For

very small projectiles at high velocity (> 4000 fps) it

has been shown [Refs. 2 and 31 that nearly all of the

I. ~~8- 2



initial kinetic energy is lost at wall impact and subsequent

shock wave formation. Conversely, larger projectiles

experience the greatest kinetic encrgy loss during fluid

transit. This is also true of small projectiles at lower

velocities.

As the projectile moves through the fluid it feels

resistance to its motion in the form of pressure drag and

" viscous drag. Pressure drag is the piedominant force at

high velocities, generating a pressure gradient between

the projectile surface and the fluid. This causes the

surrounding fluid to move away from the surfaco of the pre-

jectile. This fluid motion accelerates the fluid to the

point where its momentum is great enough to break the fluid

away from the projectile's surface. When the flid breaks

away i.t leaves a void, comwronly called a cavity. T'he

"cavity is, therefore, formed by fluid flow separation

[Ref. 41.

The projectile's kinetic energy transfer to the fluid

during cavity formation is due to the pressure drag and the

resulting cavity. Cavity growth is defeated by fluid hydro-

static pressures. These pressures cause the cavity to

collapse. The collapse is not total, due to the presence

of fluid vapors as well as trapped air which entered during

wall penetration. The cavity grows and collapses, generating

pressure pulses which are long in duration and lower in

amplitude than those in the shock phase, until equilibrium

is reached in the fluid.

9



Projectile tumbling is a common occurrence. Any tumbling

generates cavities of much larger area tan those of stable

projectiles. The tumbling increases the pressure drag on

the projectile, thereby increasing significantly the energy

loss to the fluid. The resulting large cavity area generates

more severe growth and collapse oscillations, which produce

large pressure pulses and more intense tank structural

loadings.

The major factor that determines the severity of

hydraulic ram is the manner and rate of energy transferred

to the tank from the projectile. It is this release of

energy in various modes that creates the total. hydraiil ic

ram effect. Other significant variables are the amouilt of

ullage, tank material, tank structural configuration, and

type of fuel. However, the amount of energy release remains

the single most important variable. It is for this reason

that in order to study hydraulic ram, an accurate means of '

measuring projectile kinetic energy is essential.

A ballistic range to be used for investigations of the

hydraulic ram effect was designed with several salient

F features in mind. Of paramount important was a consistently

accurate method for determining a time history of projectile

velocity. Since projectile attitude was also of inter±est,

shadowgraph stations were required along the flight path to

give a reasonable estimate of projectile attitude at impact.

The electronics associated with the ballistic range should I
give stable, repeatable measurements and be capable of

10.- 2 - -



measuring vo'y small time intervals accurately. The

ballistic range has pi-oven -to be consistently accurate for

determniibing projectile velocity and attitude. Ilavlzij a

reliable means of obtaining projectile energy is the first

step in any productive study of the hydraulic ram offect,

and the present ballistic range design accomplishes this

goal..

L--
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II. BACKGROUND)

The shock phase of the hydraulic ram effect can be

separated into several events. A description of each of

these in their order of occurrence is presented J:in this

section. Dynamic stresses are generated in a fuel, tank

wall whc-n Impacted by a projectile. These stresses arc due

to the cratering arnd puncturing, action on the wall from thc

projectile imrpact. The cratering action genecrates radial

compressive stres-ses and circumIiirontial. tensilie stress-es

in the wall. Following wall pcnetration the elastic ýtrailn

eonergy absorbed duvi.njg crate ring :Ls relecased , iiiducing

radial. tensile and c.Lrcum.Ferential compress ive, s tresses

L (ref. 3] . Since the wall resists shearing, dynamic flexural

*stresses are generated by the puncturing action. Once thIie,

projectilo has p.enetrated the tank wall. , the impact on the

fuel by the projectile 8enerates- a prcssure wave emanating

from the impact point. Additional tank wall stresses are

I: induced by the pressure wave which may be large enlough,

when added to those produced by cratoring and puncturing, to

cause catastrophic entry wall fracture. The stress concen-

tration produced by projecctileu penetration considerably

reduces the wall stress requirod to induce wall failure.

it has boon shown [Ref. 3] that tho shock phase pressure

pulse is a major destructive factor- for small, high-ve'locity

(> 4000 fps) projectile p)enet~rat~ions. These projectiles

lose most of tholv. kixieti~c energy at impact.
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Tho impulsive acceleration of the fluid by the projectile

during impact and penetration generates an intense pressure

field bounded by a shock wave. The shock wagc is approxi-

mately hemispherical in shape and propagates radially from

the projectile entry point at a velocity greater than the

speed of sound in the fluid. Pressure field intensity is

directly dependent upon the amount of energy transferred to

the fluid by the projectile. The transferred energy is

dependent upon the initial kinetic energy of the projectile

as well as on its geometric shape, fluid properties, fuel

tank wall construction, and wall material [Ref. 2]. The

main parameters controlling shock wave strength are the

energy transferred to the fluid at projectile implact and the

fluid's equation eC state. References 2, 3 and 6 study this

formation of a hemispherical shock wave produced at projec-

tile penotration. The shock wave's position varies with time

approximately to the 0.8 power during the initial stages

of expani;ion, and the wave becomes acoustic during the latter

stages of motion, Reference 2 indicates that the initial

kinetic energy of the projectile is thle major parameter that

determines shock tvave m.,otion. Even though the peak pressure

of the shock phase is high, the pressure fie].d is attenuated

rapidly by the geometric expansion of the shock wave. The

pressure loading additionally causes the fuel tank wall to

move outward, creating a rarefaction wave. This rarefaction

wave contributes to shock wave weakening [Ref. 4]. The

average duration of the shock phase is less than 100

13



microseconds. After 20 microseconds, pressures are an

order of magnitude less than those existing at impact. I
Reference 1 has substantiated this analysis experimentally,

and concludes that the shock phase produces no damage to the

tank except in the immediate area of projectile penetration.

The parameters that affect the stresses induced in a

fuel tank wall of a specified material and thickness can be

listed in several categories. The first set of parameters

deals with the dynamic stresses in the wall due to projectile

impact and penetration. These stresses arc functions of

projectile velocity, material or density, size, and projcc-

tile shape. The second set are dcue to fluid pressures and

are functions of fluid density, fluid static pressure, fluid

sonic velocity, fluid temperature, and all of the previously

mentioned projectile characteristics.

A third. category of parameters involves tank wall

material variances. The wall fracture strength would be

dependent on the amount of cold working and heat treatment.

The shape and size of the entry hole, as well as cracks I
produced at impact, are pertinent to wall fracture strength.
Finally, matex'ial strength properties at high-strain-fate
loading, and at the fluid temperature, are basic variables

affecting the fracture of a tank wall. In some cases the

shock phase itself may not be sufficient to cause tank wall

failure, but it can weaken the structure to a point where

significantly less pressure is required for wall fracture

in the latter stages of hydraulic ram. The shock phase is

14t



•'iadistinct part of hydraulic rain, and is analyticallyI

:: • extremely difficult to model. Regardless of its overall

• i significance to catastrophic tank failure, it can be do-

ri tected and studied exie.rimncntally with relative ease.
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Ill. DESCRIPTION OF BALLISTIC RANGE COMPONENTS

Basic elements of the ballistic range are shown in

Figure 1. The rifl& mounting system is composed of the rifle

mount and the rifle mount stand. The rifle mount was made

adjustable in azimuth (±8 degrees) and elevation (+3 degrees,

-5 degrees) for ease in borcsighting. Rifles of 22.2 and 30

caliber were held in position by the rifle mount. The rifle

mount stand was constructed primarily of quarter-inch steel

channel. The massiveness of the stand provides the neces-

sary mount stability, while mount leveling is achieved by

large steel bolts located in the legs of the stand. Figure 2

shows the complete rifle mounting system, and Figure 3 shows

the rifle mount in detail.

The shadowgraph stations are composed of a bullet sensor,

time delay unit, spark source, collimating lens, and a

shadow box with reference grid for mounting the Polaroid

film holder. Figure 4 shows the typical shadowgraph station

setup. The bullet sensor is a chronograph screen that has a

five-volt d.c. signal shorted to ground across it. When the

screen is broken by a bullet, the signal is sent to the delay

unit input and to a counter. Two counters are used for

velocity measurement. The first sensor starts the first

counter. The second sensor stops the first counter and

starts the second one, and the third sensor stops the second

counter. In this manner, the average velocity between

17



sensors is obtained which allows a prediction of the impact

velocity at the tank entry wall. Monsanto 101LB .:ounters are

used. They are 1 Mi1z counters that have a time-base accu-

racy of ±7 parts in 10for ±10% line voltage variation.

The mode in which the counters arc used has an accuracy of

±1 count ± time base accuracy ± the two trigger errors.

Trigger erro'rs arec less than ±0.3'0' of one period for sine waves 1S
with signal-to-noise ratios of 40 dh or better. The delayA

units generate time delayed pulses ranging from 190 ýis 'to

1700 ps. Figure 5 shows the circuitry of the delay units.

A spark source -triggering capacitor is built into the delay

unit. This capacir-or is discharged after the proper delay

L and causes the spark source to fire. The light from the

,Wspark is colli~matcd by a lens. The grid on the shadow box

may be used to measure the position of the bullet from the

sensor as well as its attitude. Figures 6 and 7 show

typical shadowgraphs taken along the bullets' trajectory.
Thp rnrnlet~e shadowgraph station was mounted on a six-inch

I beam which was in turn mounted on an eight-inch support

beam aligned with the bullet flight path as shown in Figures

8 and 9.

The bullet catcher is shown in place in Figure 10. The

top, bottora, and sides of the catcher were made from 1/2-

inch aluminium, with two plates of 3/8-inch steel for the

backstop. The front of the catcher was three feet square

and had three 3/8-inch plywood baffles inserted into this

area. The steel plates were mounted at an angle of 45 .



Idegrees to the flight path of t~he bullet, This was to

insure deflection of the bullet downward into a layer of

sand below the backstop. In this manner, the probability -f

ricochets from the catcher was insignificant. Thv baffles

retard any small fragmentary ricochets, The catcher was

mounted on a table-like stand constructed of wood, as shown

in. Figure 10.

Figure 11 shows the test apparatus used for the

initial test phase. A test plate mounting frame was bolted

to the support stand, on which a test plate clamping bracket

was fas'toned. The test plates were clamped in place for

testing in this manner. As seen in Figure 11, two bullet

sensors are mounted directly behind the test plates. The

sensors; arc two feet apart with the first sensor located

six inches behind the test plate. These sensors have a

large frontal area and usc make circuits to insure accurate

timing since bullet direction may change unpredictably after

test plate penetraLiun. The seiiurs csiiait L of two sheets

of aluminium foil separated by a thin sheet of paper which

keeps the circuit open until the projectile completes it.

The trigger circuit is simply a potential acro:ss the two

foil sheets which is shorted when the projectile is in

contact with both sheets. The first sensor star-ts a counter

while the second one stops it. The average velocity after

plate penetration is measured in this manner. Figure 12 is

a shadowgraph showing a typical projectile after plate

penetration. The spallation generated by plate penetration

is clearly evident in this shadowgraph.
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IV. TESTING PROCLDURE

Initial testing was conducted to gain some useful

knowledge of aircraft fuel tank-projectile penetration

characteristics during hydraulic ram. Metal plates of 7075-

T6 alumi.nium 0.090 inches in thickness were used in the

first phase of testing. Projectiles of thrco masses and

shapes were fired into these plates from a .222 Remington

rifle. The cartridges were hand loaded to achieve a range

of velocities for cach projectile. The projoctile velocity

was measured before and after plate penetration. Several -:

shots at iacl smass, sh te and Velocity Were fired to provideeot

ustatistical data. ]'his phase of testing was conducted into

order to determine the energy lou t by the projectile during

penetrall. Tf samey wall material alone. A second purpose

was to determine wle sensitivity of penetration energy loss

to projectile shaps, weight, and impact velocity.

!• •Future phasesiof testing will consist of shooting into -
! •''a fluid-filled test tank through pro-drilled holes in the

Sentry wall. "The same spread of projec tile shapes, weights,

Si: will be measured, as well as the velocity decay in the fluid.

• • The purpose of this test phase is to determine the average

kinetic energy loss of the projectile without entry wall

penetration, but with fluid-entry wall interaction. A

second purpose is to azccrtain the susceptibility to tumbling

30



|I
in the fluid of the various projectile 3hapos. The third

phase of testing will. be conducted by shooting the various

projectile shapes, weights, and velocities into the test

tank with a solid entry wall. Projectile velocity before

penetration will be measured as well as velocity decay of

the projectile in the test tank. The result of this phase

will be a measure of the kinetic energy loss due to entry

wall penetration and projectile-fluid interaction, i.e.,

hydraulic ram production. 'I
The overall intent of this testing is to determine the

total amount of energy available for transfer to the fluid

medium after entry wall penetration. The first phase

determined the energy loss due to wall penetration without

fluid domping. The second phase will yield the amount of

projectile energy loss to the fluid with entry wall inter-

action but wJth no penetration losses. The third phase

should givz the amount of energy the projectile loses during

hydraulic ram generation up to a specific time after impact.

Comparison of phase two with three should yield the amount

of energy loss during entry wall penetration with tank fluid

support. Comparison of phase one with this result should I
yield th• difference in energy loss due to the presence of

the fluid medium. That is, the energy loss associated with

entry wall-fluid interaction, during the impact and shock

phase, should become deterministic.
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS A

Phase one testing-was conducted to determine the energy

loss of various projectiles during penetration of entry wall

material without fluid damping. The rosult.s of those tests

are presented in this section. The various shapes of the

projectiles used in the tests are shown in Figure 13. Deter-

mination of shape and mass effects on material penetration

velocity loss was also an endeavor of phase one testing.

Previous work by Forman, et al. [Ref. 7] derived equations

for the penetration velocity (ballistic limit) and the projec.-

tile exit velocity. The equations for these projectile

velocities, valid for impact velocities less than 4000 fps

[Ref. 7], are:

[°2w- (1.6 t - 4/3) (1)

and

I 2Ve V 0WVi/V ) 1. (2)

where V. is the penetration velocity, Ve the exit velocity,

and Vi the impact velocity. Equation (1) was derived from

Dunn's solution for the penetration depth (P) of a rigid

sphere into a semi-infinite deformable solid and is written

as follows:

33



P ( CmV?)/C2 uur) + l/3r (3)

The variable r is the radius of the hole produced in the

impacted specimen, which is assumed to be the sante as the

radius of the projectile. Equation (3) assumes that P is

proportional to material thickness, t, and that ayT YT/15,

where G is the shear modulus of the target material. These

two quantities are substituted into Equation (3) to yield

Equation (1).

For impact velocities much greater than V the

projectile exit velocity, N0 , approaches the impact velocity.

f iFor this reason it was concluded [Rof. 7] that an equation

relating V. with Ve, assuming a constant kine ic energy

loss, could be written in its presented form. Equation (2)

yields a theoretical plot of the manner in which the exit

velocity might. be expected to vary as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 1.4 also shows the experimental variatzion of exit

velocity versus impact velocity for two 22.2 caliber projec-

tiles of equal mass, but with different nose shapes. The

K.E. loss is assumed to be independcnt of impact velocity.

Since Equations (1) and (2) depend only on test plate

material, thicknes., bullet diameter and mass, the nose shape

effects aru not predicted in Figure 14. The data points for

both shapes in Figure 14 agree closely with the theoretical

2. prediction of Equation (2). This indicates that nose shape

has a minor role in determining the exit velocity.

34



Typical damage to the front face of tested material

plates using spitzer projectiles [Fig. 13] is shown in

Figure 15. All tested plates that were penetrated by

projectiles with impact velocities greater than 2200 fps

showed similar damage. The exit face of these plates is

shown in Figure 16. For impact velocities less than 2200 fps

the test plates have a region of plastic deformation or

bending in the directiun of impact. The target area suf-

fer.i.ng plastic deformation decreases with increasing impact

velocity [Ref. 8] and is not readily detectable in the

tested plates above an impact velocity of 2200 fps. Similar

views of test plates penetrated by hornet projectiles are

shown in Figures 17 and 18. Noite of these plates exhibited

any plastic deformation over the tested range of impact

velocities. This may be explained by the following argumernt.

The force that acts on the projectile during penetration is

proportional. to the cross sectional area of the projectile

at 'Low velocities.[Ref. 8]. The fact that the hornet has

a much more blunt nose shape than the spitzer indicates

there is a smaller, more constant force acting on the hornet

during penetration at low velocities. The spitzer, on the

other hand, is much more slender and consequently its cross

sectional area is effectively increasing during penetration.

[' This indicates that there is a higher initial stress level

at the point of impact for spitzer projectiles since the same

amount of energy (as possessed by the hornet) is distributed

S~3S
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over a significantly smaller area. This analysis is

reinforced by the fact that long, slender projectiles will

generally penetrate deeper than a shorter one of equal mass

at equal impact velocities [Ref. 8].

The final series of tests was conducted using projectiles

of different masses with a somi-pointed nose shape. A pro-

jectile of this type is shown in Figure 13. Masses of 5Sgr

and 63gr, respectively, were used in these tests, and

Figures 19 and 20 show the results in the same manner as
Figure 14. The 55gr projectile displayed excellent agree-

ment with theory over the tested range of impact velocities.

IThe deviation from theory is in the same direction as in

the case of the hornet and spitzer, but not as severe.

Figure 20 is a similar comparison of data for the 63gr pro-

jectile. These results also agree well with theory, but
they are somewhat scattered in their deviation pattern.
The greater length of the 63gr projectiles increases the

effect that yaw or spin axis nutation has at plate impact.

The more yaw present at impact, the greater the projected

area of the projectile during penetration. ligure 21 shows

a comparison of typical damage to the entry face of the

test plates at low and high impact velocities. The exit

faces of these test plates are shown in Figure 22. Both

of these figures graphically demonstrate the e-ffect of yaw

on penetration damage. Plate damage was not as severe for

the 55gr projectiles, as they exhibited no excessive yaw

tendencies.
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A plot of kinetic energy loss versus initial velocity

"for all the projectiles is given i.n Figure 23. Ther theoretical kinetic ceiorgy los,; is invariant with initial

velocity, and is therefore used in the figure as a refcrence

for the experimentally determined data. The 63gr scmi-

point exhibited the greatest energy loss in relotion to

theory due primarily to its excessive yaw at impact. The

cnergy loss associated with the h igh mass projectile is

typ:i.call.y greater than that of che lower ma.!;s projectiles

for equal values ol initial velocity. Again this was I
css0entially duC to the acute yaw of the hcavier projectile,
The S5gr projectiles show closer agreement with tht:ory over

the tested ran1g than 0o tie other projoctci.J:-;. T] y 4 5gr

hornet shapes show a tendency to agree bettUr with theory as

initial velocity is' increased. The 45gr spitzer shapes have

V •no apparent pa ttern to their aiiergy loss variation. All

projectiles deviate from theory in a fairly consistent manner

acxordi.ng to their individual types.

The results of phase one testing have demonstrated the

ability of the ballistic range to accdmilish its designed

purpose accmra•tely and reliably. Thu Close agreement with

theory shown by the data in Figures 14, 19 and 20 indicates

Sthe accuracy to which the vclocities are measured. These

figures also show that as projectile mass is increased,

thu exit velocity tends to be closer to impact velocity.

"iho scatter present in the data for the 63gr projectiles in

* igures 20 and 23 demonstrates the effect of yaw on energy
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V1. CONCLUSIONS

The first conclusion to be drawn from the completed

testing is that an accurate, reliable means of determining

projectile velocities has been established. The design and

cal'ibration of the ballistic range have proven to be workable

and stable during phase one testing. The test results in'.i-

cate excellent agreement with the theory used; however, the

theory is only a first order approximation, as various
xt

higher order effects have been neglected. The results do

provide a solid measure of ballistic range performance,

as well as an excellent basis for studies of a second order

nature. Projectile shape offects wore riot determinable

from this phase of testing as they are essentially second

order effects. In order to determine the shape effects,

several entry wall material-projectile interactions must

be considered and modeled. Projectile deformation due to

wall impact must be considered as well as the varying

strength properties of the test material under impulsive

loads. Finally, the completion of phase one has been success-

ful and has generated several well founded results, in addi-

tion to the following recommendations.
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VII. 'RECOMMEINDAIOFNS

The following recommendat ions are offered as an aid m

to the productive continuatiun of the project. In order toI

gain correlation of these data, the same experiments should

-be corducted using plates of the same material but of varying

thicknesses. A greater range of velocitios for the samte

projectiles should be Used to see if the trends displayed

in the current comparison pilots continue. Hligher velocities

were not attainable wqith the present rifle. Thei us e o f a

higher caliber projectile in the same baLsic tests Would

generaItU data of mu1Lch highecr energy levels thanj those

obtained. These tests would broaden the scope of thie hiydraulic

rant study effort by producing a. better picture of entry wvall

penetration phenomena.

Finally, it is recommended that Phase II and Phiase III

of the outlined test procedure should be conducted.

soI
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